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Ruane Center: Renaissance for the Humanities
by Kathleen McGinty '16
Asst. News Editor
Ca m p u s R en ovation s

The Ruane Center for the
Humanities, with its 16 classrooms
and panoramic views of the upper
quad, took its first steps towards
fulfilling
part
of
Providence
College's Strategic Plan as it hosted
its first classes earlier this week. The
building, made financially possible
by Michael A. Ruane '71, the retired
chair of the Board of Trustees, and
his wife, serves as home to the
Development of Western Civilization
(DWC) program, the Departments
of English and History, the Liberal
Arts Honors program, the School of
Arts & Sciences, and the Center for
Engaged Learning.
Boasting a 120-seat lecture hall,
a 150-seat lecture hall, a 50-seat
classroom, a 60-seat classroom,
and 12 seminar rooms, the Ruane
Center will be utilized for a variety
of courses in addition to DWC.
Yet according to Charles Haberle,
chair of the Humanities Building
Program Committee that made
recommendations regarding the
design of the building, many of the
classrooms cater specifically to the
new DWC program that was first
implemented last year for the class
of 2016 as part of the College's new
Core Curriculum.

members of the PC community are
speaking accolades about the new
Ruane Center.
"We expected the building would
be very nice, but it's exceeded our
expectations," said Haberle.
"We
are very, very pleased and proud."
Morgan expressed similar sentiments.
"I've never seen the faculty as excited
to start an academic year," he said.
While pride and excitement are
buzzing around campus at present,
President Father Brian Shanley, O.P.,
who believes that the Ruane Center
and the green space in front of it
showcase the College in a new way, is
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also looking towards the future.
Above: A new state of the art DWC lecture hall in the Ruane Center.
"This building will allow us to
"DWC is probably one of the most this new building is going to be an make substantial progress on the Core
important elements of [the Core improvement on Moore," said Morgan Curriculum and fine tune it," he said.
Curriculum]," said Haberle. In fact, of the building in which DWC was "I think the Ruane Center plants a
DWC has served as a cornerstone of formerly based. He noted that the state- stake in the ground for the humanities
the College's curriculum since 1971. of-the-art technology, the seminar and DWC that differentiates us."
Fr. Shanley noted that construction
Now, Haberle stated, the College has rooms, the moveable furniture in select
a building to "support and enrich" the classrooms, and the overall atmosphere is still in progress. The outdoor
of the Ruane Center will be much more classroom and amphitheater remain
new program.
unfinished, a garden will enclose the
This revised, two-year version conducive to the revitalized program.
of the original DWC program now
In addition to its classrooms, Thomas Aquinas statue, and interior
focuses on the seminar rather than the the Ruane Center features a great artwork and decorations are still being
lecture, consists of smaller seminars, room and a terrace overlooking the considered.
A dedication ceremony for the
emphasizes primary text reading, quad. While the great room will be
writing, and discussion, and concludes transformed into a venue for special Ruane Center, at which Mr. Ruane
with a team-taught colloquium in occasions, the space is intended as a and his wife will be present as well as
its fourth semester. All of which, place for students and faculty to gather featured speaker David McCullough,
according to Dr. Vance Morgan, the or linger over a cup of coffee from the is scheduled for Saturday, October 5
during St. Dominic weekend.
director of the DWC program, the nearby cafe during the day.
Yet whether its facilities are used
Ruane Center is equipped to facilitate.
"Just about everything about for a final DWC exam or a reception,

Hendricken Field Gets Major Facelift
by Jackie McCarthy '14
News Staff
Ca m p u s R en ovation s

Over the course of the past
year,
Providence
College
has
undergone m any renovations. One
major addition to the cam pus is
the installation of the track and
field com plex on what used to be
H endricken Field. For the first time,
students and athletes w ill have a safe
outdoor facility to run and work out.
It is appropriate that the track is
being installed for use this year, as
the w om en's varsity cross country
team is currently ranked No. 1
in D ivision I of the NCAA. Bob
D riscoll, athletics director, explained
that there has been an approxim ate
10-year plan for renovations at the
College, and the track and field has
always been a part of that.
"W hen you think about how
successful
the
[cross
country]
program has been w ith no track,
we just felt that, as probably one of
the greatest coaches in the history
of Providence College [Coach Ray
Treacy, M en's and W om en's Cross
Country and Track & Field director],
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The new track on the former Hendricken Field will serve as a practice space for PC’s track teams.

this was the right tim e to do it while
he is still in his prim e," D riscoll
said. The decision to start building
was made about a year ago, and the
project was able to officially begin
once the Board of Trustees approved
the job.
Coach Treacy, who has been
coaching at PC since 1984, is excited
to see this addition to our campus.
He believes it w ill benefit his athletes
as well as the rest of the student
body. He said, "It's som ething that
w e've always wanted to have for our

program , and we're just happy to
be getting it now to bring us up to
par, in terms of facilities, with our
com petitors. It's going to be a huge
benefit, not ju st to the program,
but to the campus in general." He
believes it will help in the recruiting
process for the cross country and
track & field programs, as well as the
recruiting process for students that
w ill not be participating in varsity
athletics.
D riscoll called
the
partially
com pleted track a m ulti-purpose

facility. Upon its com pletion, the
400-m eter track and the turf field will
be used by the cross country and track
team s, the soccer team, the rugby
team, other intram ural sports teams,
and the general student body. Zach
Gavry '14 said, " ...th e installm ent
of the track has long been overdue.
It is clear that Providence College
is a highly athletic com m unity, and
running is am ong one of the m ost
popular sports here, both in the D1
sports conference and among the
student bod y." He also expressed
his excitem ent: "I am ready to lace
up and use [the track] m yself."
"It's im portant to be prideful of
your environm ent," said Driscoll.
The intention of the im provem ents
and transform ations made on PC 's
campus is to m ake a good first
im pression and to show what we
have to offer to prospective students.
W ith this new track and field facility
in place, PC and its student body
w ill be able to put their best foot
forward, literally and figuratively.
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Freshman Class Most Diverse in History
by Kathleen McGinty '16
Asst. News Editor
Cl a s s o f 2017

Following move-in day and six
days of orientation, the class of 2017
received an official welcome to the
Providence College community at
Wednesday's Academic Convocation
for new students and faculty. As
all 1,040 freshmen gathered in the
Peterson Recreation Center, members
of the College community made it
clear that this year's incoming class
brings something to campus that no
other class ever has.
"You are the most diverse class in
the history of Providence College,"
President Fr. Brian J. Shanley, O.P.,
imparted to freshmen during his
welcome remarks at Convocation.
According to Raul Fonts, the dean
of admission and financial aid, the
percentage of nonwhite students in the
class of 2017 has hit 17.6 percent, a never
before seen level at the College. Yet that
is not the only feature that makes the
class distinct from years past.
While admissions received only
eight more applications for the class
of 2017 than for the class of 2016, the
number of enrolled freshmen jumped
from 999 last year to 1,040 this year.
Furthermore, this class also happens
to be the centennial class.
Yet statistics aside, orientation
leaders recognized other qualities in
the class of 2017 that have manifested
themselves over this past week as
well. While students were required
to attend academic programs, such as

PC G oes
by Andres Taborda '15
News Editor
T ec hn ology

Creeping just got a bit easier on
campus with the new Providence
College mobile application. The
College's IT department has released
an app in all mobile markets free of
cost that makes access to the most
visited pages in a student's day easier.
The app opens up to 12 tabs
that range from seeing your course
information to finding jobs on campus.
The shameless plug of this article is
that The Cowl has its own tab on the
first page of the app, leaving no excuse
to not read our articles.
Whether you want to see if the
dining halls are open, or where the
popular Wednesday and weekend
CVS shuttle is, it can all be done from
your iPhone, Android, or BlackBerry.
Not enough? Last year the College
brought us LaundryView, a website
to check which washing machines
and dryers were open in specific
buildings. This year, PC brings that
to your smartphone. Now the painful
walk from your bed to your desk to
see if you can do laundry is a thing of
the past.
The courses tab brings Sakai to
the palm of your hand, allowing
you to browse through current and
past classes at PC. The app allows
you to see the roster of the class, a
fan favorite, and allows professors
to put assignments and grades up.
And if you were to get lost on this
"enormous" campus, the app even

workshops entitled "How to Thrive
Academically,"
and
discussions
about this year's Freshman Common
Reading Program book The Curious
Incident o f the Dog in the Night-Time by
Mark Haddon, the orientation staff
also scheduled social programming
events.
Dana Shepard
'14,
an
orientation coordinator, believes that
the turnout for these events, ranging
from a hypnotist to a carnival to stuff a-bear, was greater than in years past.
Shepard attributed this high level of
participation to the class of 2017's
respect for what the orientation leaders
have tried to do for the freshmen over
the course of orientation.
Abby Hevert '15, an orientation
leader, feels privileged to be able to
be there for the freshmen during their
first week at PC.
"I think we're all lucky to get to
know them as individuals," said
Hevert. "Each has the capacity to add
something to the community."
Dr. Licia Carlson, an associate
professor of philosophy who delivered
this year's Convocation principal
address, directed the freshmen on
the path to do just that in her speech
Disability,
Diversity,
and
entitled
Community.
"I hope that PC will offer you
inspiration...and tools," she said, to
find oneself and one's voice as well as a
humbleness and recognition that there
is much to learn when open to others.
Thus, with Convocation behind
them, the freshmen can now begin to
tackle what Fr. Shanley coined as their
"primary task" over the next four years:
setting out on a quest to find what will
give life meaning and purpose.

Mobile
pinpoints on Google Maps where your
class is taking place.
On the second page of the app you
find the most coveted feature, the
Dunkin' Donuts webcam. The intent
behind this feature is so that students
can see how long the line is at Dunkin
Donuts before possibly wasting a walk
to Slavin. While most students will use
it for its actual purpose, the possibility
remains high that students will use it
to "creep" on the clientele of not only
Dunkin' Donuts, but of Slavin itself.
You may want to reconsider doing
your homework by the high tables,
or just be alert that some people are
watching.
Elizabeth Ward '15, who is currently
abroad in Rome, spoke with The Cowl
about her thoughts on the new app. "I
think the app is good in general," she
said. "As long as [the College] keeps it
up to date, it will be used."
As for the webcam, Ward thinks PC
had the right idea, but it will probably
be used to creep. "Being abroad, [the
webcam] will allow me to see my
friends during their day rather than
just Skyping with them in the evening,"
she said.
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Dr. Licia Carlson, a philosophy professor, speaks about Disability, Diversity, and Community.

Freshman Common Reading Program
Essay Contest Winners
Honorable Mention:

Winners:

Meghan Donohoe '17

Gabrielle M endes '17—1st Place

Megan Nolan '17

Abigail Shelley '17—2nd Place

Emily Smolinsky '17

Veronica Murphy '17—3rd Place

The Curious Incident o f the Dog in the Night-Time
by Mark Haddon

Congress Preview
by Kathleen Sullivan '14
News Editor
S tu d e n t Co n g r e s s

This year, the 64th Student Congress
is all about challenging the rest of the
student body to participate, cooperate,
and be engaged in the PC community.
Executive President of Congress Sean
Aherne '14 expressed this simply
by explaining that "no one has a
monopoly on good ideas." One of the
biggest goals for Congress this year
is to listen to student feedback and
get the whole community involved in
working with Congress.
Aherne
plans
to
increase
communication about what Congress
is working on, and encourage all
students to come to Congress meetings.
He stated, "We are hoping that the
new 'We The People Weekend' will
allow us to better understand student
concerns as well as cultivate greater
student engagement on campus."
Congress meetings will also be held
in the Fishbowl [Slavin 112] this year
in order to be more visible to other
students.
The 64th Student Congress intends
to strengthen the bonds of cooperation
and sponsorship between all the clubs
on campus. Nick Wallace '14, vice
president of Congress, explained, "I
would like to increase collaboration
between all clubs, but especially
between the 'Big 3.' While there is
clearly friendly competition between
Congress, BMSA, and BOP, I would
like to see us work together more
efficiently and more often." The goal
is to get everyone to work together
in harmony in order to create a better
community. Secretary Mary Goggins
'14 shares the sentiment of the entire

Executive Board in stating, "The
four of us want to make sure that all
students know and feel like they can
come to meetings to not only see what
Congress is doing but to tell us how we
can help them."
Aherne suggested that this goal
could be achieved by having fewer
events throughout the year with bigger
turnout and involvment. Treasurer
Mary Alice Sallah '14 added, "I hope
to continue a lot of the trends from
last year, especially the increase in
communication and co-sponsorship
between clubs. I hope we can help
create a unified campus and put on
campus-wide events."
Another way Aherne hopes to
engage the entire community is
to build a more solid relationship
between Congress and Campus
Ministry in particular. As of now,
BOP and BMSA have a representative
and a vote on Congress, and this year
Aherne hopes to add a representative
from Campus Ministry to their regular
meetings. "Campus Ministry is a vital
and important part of our campus
community. It is always the goal of
Student Congress to bring the campus
together and to work in harmony with
other groups within the college."
Another significant way to inspire
participation of younger students
in particular is through freshman
elections. Aherne stated, "Freshman
elections are an exciting time of
year, because they provide incoming
students with the opportunity to
become involved with their new
community immediately." There is
an info session for freshmen who are
interested in joining Congress on Sept.
18, nominations are on Sept. 24-25, and
elections will be held on Oct. 1 and 2.
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U n it e d K in g d o m W e lc o m e s H e ir
H o w t h e M e d i a C o v e r e d t h e B i r t h of P r i n c e G e o r g e A l e x a n d e r L o u i s
by Andres Taborda '15

by Jackie McCarthy '14

News Editor

News Staff
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In the United S ta te s
The American Revolution happened because the colonists said, "To hell with
the king." You would think that never happened with the amount of coverage
the Royal Baby received in the United States.
The news stations in Am erica put the news on hold to provide second
by second coverage of the arrival of Prince George Alexander Louis. When
Kate Middleton, Duchess of Cambridge, went into labor, NBC set up a
camera live streaming online so as to not miss the first glimpse of the heir to
the British throne.
To say that the majority of journalists in the press pit outside of St. M ary's
Hospital in Paddington were American would probably be a good guess.
It seemed as though the Prince was the heir to Barack Obama and not the
English monarch.
Twitter peaked at 25,300 tweets per minute when the little prince came into
the world with plenty of hashtags in use. Americans simply loved the Prince.
This may have a lot to do with the global obsession with the Duchess herself.
When people around the world found out that Prince William had proposed
to Middleton, the world fell in love with a symbol of beauty and the possible
future queen of England. Americans, including myself, woke up at an ungodly
hour to watch her walk down the aisle of Westminster Abbey and everyone
obsessed over the new royal couple.
In America, the reaction to the royal baby was in line with the reaction to the
royal wedding. The British seemed to have brushed it off.
The question now is whether the British media will have a more active role
in the life events of the prince. The christening awaits and public appearances
are sure to occur more often than now. However, given the fascination over the
royal family, do not count the American news sources from staying out of the
life of the Prince of Cambridge.

Fennell Splits,
Becomes Aquinas 2.0
by Elizabeth Nako '15
News Staff
Ca m p u s R en o v a tio n s
From the time students emptied
out their dorm room s last May to the
moment they returned to campus this
fall, summer construction projects
have been transform ing the look of
Providence College. W hile the Ruane
C enter's location near the quad may
make it one of the m ost notable new
additions to campus, renovations
extend beyond PC's academ ic arena.
Fennell Hall, the previously all-m ale
dormitory, now houses 160 male and
fem ale residents on East Campus.
Summer renovations to what
students refer to as "H otel Fennell"
give the dorm itory a sim ilar feel
to Aquinas Hall, com plete with
divided swipe access points for the
distinct male and fem ale wings. The
split doubles, a form er hallm ark
of Fennell, now serve as singles
divided by newly constructed walls
in between. Aside from structural
changes, the residence hall now
houses sophomores, juniors, and
seniors but is no longer open to
freshmen.
The
PC
com m unity
offered
mixed reviews regarding Fennell's
makeover. "I think m aking Fennell
co-ed w ill m ake it more interesting.
I liked Fennell last year, and even if I
was not a resident assistant I would
probably still be here," said Eduardo
Lopez '16. Lopez also described
Fennell as the m ost diverse building
on campus. He said Fennell has a
nice atm osphere and is "m ore chill"

than Guzman and M cDermott.
Lopez also m entioned talk of
having programs on Saturdays in
the huge Fennell basem ent lounge
(com plete with stage, couches, and
pool table). The programs would
serve as alternatives to going out and
Lopez believes this will help to turn
Fennell into "a vibrant community
on cam pus."
Other students, like resident
Enrique Lopez '16, do not think that
turning Fennell into a co-ed dorm
will have much effect. Lopez feels
more excited about the setup of his
spacious double room and Fennell
is in close proxim ity to the lower
campus buildings that cater to his
political science and Spanish majors.
Girls living in Fennell are also
excited
about
the
dorm itory's
renovations. First year resident
assistant Niki Smith '15 said, "This
is going to be the best year ever! But
will still be low key and chill like
before."
John Clarke '15, now an RA
who has lived in Fennell since his
freshm en year, said, "I am looking
forward to [Fennell] being cleaner,
at least on one side of the building."
The general consensus seems to
be that both residents and RAs are
excited about this upcom ing year
and the changes in Fennell. Clarke
said, "I have never lived in a co-ed
dorm but do not want to judge it
by Aquinas standards, but I think it
will be Aquinas 2.0."

In G reat Britain
One not so typical question that I was frequently asked when I returned to
the United States was whether or not London was crazy after the birth of the
Royal Baby. I told those who asked, "I wouldn't know, because I wasn't in
London." Cambridge is an hour outside of London, and from what I hear, th e
reaction in the little city where I stayed was minimal in comparison to the place
where the prince was born. What I did experience of the baby's birth, however,
was not crazy at all.
My window, which was open at the time of the birth, faced Great Saint
Mary's Church, the largest cathedral in the city. The church bells began to toll —
and they tolled and they tolled—for reasons I did not know. It was to notify
that the Prince had just been born. I had been following a Twitter account called
"@RoyalBabyNOT" that tweeted in the extremely vulgar voice of the unborn
Prince, laughing at how ridiculous they were. The account tweeted things like
"I'M HERE [expletive] AND I'M A BOY!" I was shocked at this type of response
to the Royal Baby's birth. It was not so different from the response that Kanye
and Kim's baby, North West, received. Many of the young people that I knew
and had recently met in the United Kingdom made the birth a farce.
The American students that I studied with at Cambridge University had
gone out to the pubs for too many celebratory drinks in honor of Prince
George. Cambridge locals that they encountered, however, were not quite as
excited. Many of the locals that I spoke to in the following days rolled their
eyes at me when I asked them about the birth. To them, the 22nd of July was
just another day.
This is not to say that the birth of Prince George had gone unnoticed in
Cambridge, the city for which he is named. There were signs in departm ent
store windows that read, "Congratulations, Kate, on Your New Baby." A friend
of mine opened up to a page in a prayer book where "God Bless our Little
Prince" had been written. It seems they prefer more subdued celebration in the
form of well wishes, a prayer, and the tolling of a bell.

SOURCE: ASSOCIATED PRESS

Students Explore Smith Hill
by Kathleen Sullivan '14
News Editor
ORIENTATION
New students were given a unique
opportunity to familiarize themselves
with the Smith Hill neighborhood
during Orientation this year. Kerry
Fleming '14, Dave O'Connor '14, and
Jaclyn Burnbaum '14 helped organize
and lead around 150 new students on
community walks this past Sunday,
September 1. This tour was first created
by Dr. Keith Morton for Public Service
101 students.
Fleming explained that this tour
allows people to look past the stereotypes
and see the neighborhood in a new light.
The tour also reveals the rich history of
the neighborhood and shares its stories.
Burnbaum explained, "Stops on
our route, such as the Armenian
Memorial and St. Patrick's Cemetery,
highlighted the ever changing cultures
that have inhabited our community.
We also passed many homes that were
renovated by the Smith Hill Community

Development Corporation. The Smith
Hill CDC is largely involved with
creating affordable housing for those in
need."
The students were also brought to the
Providence College Smith Hill Annex.
"This annex was opened in the fall of last
year and has since been a meeting place,
classroom, and a space for local events. Its
purpose is simple, but complex: connect
Providence College students with their
community," Burnbaum noted. Many
PC students still do not know much
about the annex, and this tour was a
great opportunity to learn about it.
Fleming proposed including this tour
as part of the FaithWorks program for
freshmen last year, and since it was so
successful it was included as an optional
part of the New Student Orientation
Program this year. She stated, "I hope
that the community walk becomes a
mandatory part of orientation because
I think it can really help foster a closer
relationship
between
Providence
College students and residents of the
surrounding neighborhood."
KARA FLANAGAN ’14 / Contributed Photo

Kerry Fleming '14 leads a group of new students around Smith Hill, the area surrounding PC.

P hotography

The Class of 2017 gathers together in formation to represent their graduation year.
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ABOVE: Members of the College's ROTC program assist freshmen and their families
with moving in boxes.
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ABOVE AND RIGHT: Freshmen and their families spend much of the day moving in and meeting roommates.

Compiled by Saadia Ahmad '14, Photo Editor
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New Student Orientation
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ABOVE: Dr. Javon Johnson from the University of Southern
California delivers a speech about diversity on Friday, August 30.
He also gave a performance of slam poetry afterward.
ABOVE LEFT: Orientation
registration in '64 Hall.

Leaders assist freshmen with
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ABOVE TWO: Stuff-a-Bear and Candy Bar, two of many evening social ABOVE: A regular visitor to campus, Frey Florist & Greenhouse
programming events, each bring in over 100 students.
attends part of Orientation and distributes flowers and other plants.
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ABOVE: For nearly 20 years, hypnotist Jim Spinnato has come to PC to perform for the newest class during New Student Orientation.

Compiled by Saadia Ahmad '14, Photo Editor
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Seniors Offer Freshmen Advice for the College Years
by Jenn Giffels '14
Senior Staff Writer
CAMPUS

Although we all have a few
moments in our past that we'd rather
not dwell upon, we certainly harbor
that tendency to look back on the
"good old days" with fondness. We
glorify the past and long for the days
when things were "sim pler" and we
were more "innocent."
Often this reminiscing and nostalgia
comes as the product of how we think
about our future. We're worried for
the uncertainty that lies ahead, and
accordingly take solace in the past,
which is safe and predictable. It already
happened; we know the ending to the
story.
And sometimes, inevitably, we wish
we could change the ending to those
stories because of what we know now.
Looking back, we see all the possibility
that lurked in those days, and we
play the endless game of "what if."
Together with the Providence College
class of 2014, I know I've definitely
been playing this game as we enter our
final year.
As I started to write this article, I
received a lot of practical feedback,
such as one student who wishes she'd
found the secret Hogwarts study room
sooner (location to remain undisclosed
here). From knowing that you can
borrow some of your textbooks from
the library and that the on-campus
glow parties are actually where the
party is, to realizing that we are part of
a much larger Providence community
that extends outside of the PC bubble,
to even wishing you could twerk,
upperclassmen are full of advice on
what the freshman should know.
But outside of the helpful hints on
what not to eat at the dining hall, I'm
afraid the truth is that, as seniors, we
can't offer as much specific advice
as you'd perhaps like us to. Sure,
sometimes we fall under the trap of
thinking our experience at PC would

have been so much better if only we'd
known our true friends right at the
beginning of freshman year, or maybe
if we'd come in declared as the major
we ended up with. If only this, if only
that.
The best advice we can offer you
is that our "what if" games are only
a product of us reminiscing on the
memories we have from PC and trying
to face our uncertainty about the future.
If I had met my senior year roommates
right away at orientation, we probably
wouldn't be as close of friends. If I
hadn't come in undeclared, I wouldn't

have had the life-changing experience
of finding a major about which I get
excited and am passionate.
Although you've probably heard it
before, as seniors we're here to validate
the message: it really is about the
journey. That journey, full of mistakes
and horrors but also successes and
learning, will shape you and make you
the person you'l l be by the time you
graduate.
So as you begin your first year as a
Friar, make as many mistakes as you
can so that you'l l learn as much as
you can. Get to know as many people

as possible so you have friendly
faces everywhere you go on campus.
Embrace feeling scared, nervous, and
embarrassed, because the only way to
discover who you are and what you
want to do is to take risks and put
yourself in new situations.
Plus, it's the only way to make sure
you have good stories when you're
seniors! "I remember when I was a
freshman and ___." Fill in the blank
and make it good!

Think Differently and Commit To Your Passions This Year
by Christina Moazed '15
Opinion Staff
CAMPUS

As a new school year begins, how
can you get on the right path? Well,
you're off to a good start, because
leaders are readers. That is, you learn
and grow based on your degree of
pure curiosity and your desire to
improve.
Yes, forced assignments and courses
encourage us to open our eyes. But our
inner priorities determine the extent
to which we devote time and focus on
each assignment. Don't be afraid to
commit to something you care about,
and to show that you care.
Reflect on every decision you
make. Is there a trend in the first task
you systematically complete within
your list of assignments? Do you
have a binder that embodies your
favorite color or design? For which
class do you use that binder? These
subtle classifications are ways to
identify your interests and passions,
subsequently guiding you in the right
direction.

SAADIA AHMAD ’14 /THE COWL

Members of the class of 2017 start off the year right during Fall orientation.

We don't need to look to the future
for answers. Similarly, we can attempt
to research and understand the reasons
why the Mona Lisa was painted, but
the secrets lie with Leonardo Da Vinci.

You know more about yourself than
anyone else. In short, energy flows
where the mind goes.
Our life consists of endless
opportunities to make choices. It's

not a catchphrase. It's reality. Ask
yourself, if happiness was the national
currency, in which career would you
be the most successful? Understanding
the psychological patterns in the
way you organize your books,
running sneakers, or music speakers
symbolizes how you prioritize and
value your daily activities.
As we embark on a new academic
year, which for some of us will be
the last, let us remember what Albert
Einstein once professed, "We cannot
solve our problems with the same
thinking we used when we created
them." Try to exercise new ways of
thinking by listening to audiobooks
at the gym instead of music. Or try
reaching out to alumni/ae about their
career experiences during and after
college.
No one forced you to read this
newspaper. It was your curiosity that
attracted you to this article and your
persistence that accompanied you to
the end. I hope you were enlightened
in the process.
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of us know, the Providence College
fam ily lost a beloved member of its
2014 class. We as seniors felt the loss
of one of our classm ates particularly
strongly. Nevertheless, Katherine
Grant left an indelible m ark on the
hearts and m inds of m any of our
fellow Friars.
As we sat down to write this
w eek's editorial, only one thought
kept surfacing in our minds: W ords
are not enough. They are never
enough, and every time we tried to
think of a way to offer com fort or
peace, we felt com pletely powerless,
overwhelm ed, and perhaps even
frightened.
But soon we realized that we had
som ething to learn from Katherine
Grant and the time she spent here at
PC. Her courage and tenacity taught
us to let nothing bind us. Each of
us have unanswered questions,
paths not yet defined, beginnings
not yet started, and endings not yet
faced. Rather than live in fear of the
unknown and shrink away from
the experiences life has to offer us,

Katherine taught us to embrace them
wholly and live with as m uch joy
and friendship as we can muster.
This piece of wisdom resonates
especially with the class of 2014.
Some of us returned with job offers,
plans to apply to graduate school, or
hopes to enter service organizations
and lend a hand to those in need.
M any are still discerning what they
want from life and where they would
ultim ately like to be. And yet, we can
each find peace and purpose in the
exam ple Katherine set for us. She
never feared fostering friendships
or creating m emories with those she
loved.
W hile we wish Katherine could
have returned to school with us this
year, we find peace knowing that we
were each privileged to have known
her.

PC Students Can Learn a Lesson from Aaron Hernandez's Case
As Fallible People We Must Remember Limits and Boundaries
by Matt Santos '14
Opinion Staff

SPORTS
This sum m er, A aron H ernandez
was in dicted on a first-d eg ree
m urder charge and five w eapons
charges in relation to the m urder of
Odin Lloyd. M aking in tern ation al
h ead lin es, the 23-year-old New
England
Patriot
squandered
m illions of d ollars and vast talents
w hile con tinu in g a pattern of
violent and crim inal behavior.
One w onders w hat could have
been avoided had H ernandez
been d isciplined long b efo re he
was allow ed to m urder another
individual.
D uring H ern and ez's tim e at the
U niversity of Florida, the young
fo o tball player had been linked
w ith drug use and violence, and
had m aintained con nections to
gangs. Q uite obviou sly, during
three years in college and for years
as a p rofession al fo o tb all player,
H ernandez show ed the signs of a
troubled in dividual.
W hile I w ould be extrem ely
h esitan t in p lacin g one iota of blam e
on Bill B elich ick or R obert Kraft
for d rafting H ernandez, som e sort
of discip lin ary action m ay have
deterred a fo o tball player w ith a
h isto ry of crim inal behavior.
Perhaps if Coach U rban M eyer
at the U niversity of Florida had
been stricter w ith h is player,
H ernandez m ay have realized his
chance at ath letic superstardom
m ay be com prom ised by crim inal
actions. R ather, by evading firm
punishm ent for h is tran sgression s,
H ernandez continued w ith a God
com plex w hich allow ed him to
tru ly believe he was bu lletp roof.
In his m ind, no act he com m itted

w ould m ove him from the path
of ath letic success on w hich he
traveled.
In A aron H ernandez I see an
in d iv id u al who believed he could
get aw ay w ith anything. No
in flu en ces along the way d eterred
him from con tinu in g on a path
w hich began at a young age, a path
exacerb ated by the trag ic death of
his fath er. In H ernand ez, though,
we as students at P rovid ence
C ollege m ay also learn a lesson.
As incom ing freshm en, selfassu rance of a fru itfu l high school
career can surely lead to a sense of
in v in cib ility in college. Rem em ber
bou n d aries,
rem em ber
lim its,
rem em ber trag ed ies w hich can
som etim es seem like fan tasy, but
w hich all too freq u en tly happen

to the k in d est and m ost norm al
people we know .
For those retu rning to PC for
later years, life experiences and a
firm grasp on co llegiate life may
also lead us to think we know
exactly w hat w e're doing, that we
can endure anything and do no
w rong. Truth be told, we con stan tly
learn, we con stan tly en coun ter new
experiences and circu m stances. We
m ay be young and we m ay have so
m uch p o ten tial here at P rovid ence
C ollege and in the future.
But we are fallib le and we can
m ake m istakes. Be w ary of the
m in d set of an in d iv id u al like A aron
H ernandez, som eone w hose grand
vision of h im self led to tragedy.

Welcome Back
Students & Faculty!!!

facebook.com/
pclibrary

@ClubPhil_PC
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College Ratings Not an
Effective Reform System

F a ith M a tte rs :
Gather Ye Rosebuds While Ye May
by Fr. Jam es Cuddy, O.P.
Campus Chaplain
CAMPUS

by Nicole Corbin '15
Opinion Staff

NATIONAL
Up until recently, President
O bam a's advocacy for student loan
reform consisted of broken prom ises
drifting into oblivion. However,
w ithin the past several weeks,
President Obama has proposed
a plan to assist w ith college
affordability via the creation of a
college ratings system. But before we
release the balloons and stream ers in
celebration, a closer look at this plan
reveals that it is unfair to students.
This proposed college ratings
system
w ill
allow
prospective
students and their parents the ability
to determ ine which schools provide
the best education in relation to the
tuition charged. In addition, this
plan intends to link federal aid to
the schools' ratings. In other words,
students attending colleges that
offer more "bang for their buck"
could receive more federal aid than
students at low er-ranking schools.
President Obama hopes that this
w ill incite college to low er tuition
rates, but there are no guarantees.
This is utterly unfair. W hile this

aids fam ilies in selecting a quality,
"Where is Vecchio?" The question was
affordable education, it does not
asked
multiple times and by different
reduce or directly control the
people.
We all shook our heads in disbelief,
constantly rising tuition rates that
Didn't
he know what time it was? We
plague current and future students.
A dditionally, the ratings system weren't going to wait for him. He only had
another 90 seconds to materialize and he
inhibits students who select a low er
wasn't
going to make it.
rated school by awarding them
The
place was Winchester, Mass, at the
less federal aid; this fact may force
students into schools they would not home of one of my old Providence College
have otherw ise selected due to this roommates. There were eight of our guys
assembled in the living room and the
distribution of federal aid.
This proposition does nothing others on speakerphone. The occasion was
to assist current college students something monumental: our Guzman
with student loans and it is cause Hall Alumni Fantasy Football Draft And
to wonder whether or not we are Jeff Vecchio had the first pick. And he was
receiving our $50,000 w orth here nowhere to be found.
Then as the dock was about to strike
at Providence College. I believe
nine,
a car comes flying down the street
that not only is the education that
and
up
into the driveway. The tires
students receive at PC w orth the cost
screeched
and brought the car to a violent
of tuition, but the opportunities that
this cam pus offers along with the halt. Vecchio emerged like a shot out of a
unwavering sense of com m unity are cannon and breathlessly yelled, "Peterson!
invaluable. But the ratings system I select Adrian Peterson!"
Vecchio's dramatic arrival set off a
does not take that into account.
During a time when a higher round of laughter that didn't stop for
education is instrum ental in securing hours. We told old stories from college,
a successful future, yet dangerously j inquired about each other's parents, and
out of reach for many A m erican talked about our wives, our children, and
students, one would expect the our priesthood. (Okay, that last one was
governm ent and legislation to be just me.)
And as we said goodnight and I started
pushing for more effective reform
driving
back to PC, I started to wonder
than a trivial ratings system.
if it had really been 15 years since we

graduated. It honestly seems like it was just
yesterday that we walked across the stage
at the Dunkin' Donuts Center. And yet so
much has happened to all of us during that j
time, so many changes, so many successes
and failures. And through it all, we're still
together and I imagine always will be.
Those friendships were bom at
Providence College. Our careers were
launched at Providence College. Our faith
was nurtured at Providence College. Our
vocations were discovered at Providence
College. God has blessed us so richly over
our lives and so many of those gifts are
intimately linked to our little Dominican
alma mater. And for that we will be
eternally grateful.
As this new semester begins, be as
receptive as you can to the blessings that
God has in store for you. Study harder
than you have to, cultivate authentic
friendships, deepen your relationship
with God. Gather ye rosebuds while ye
may. Driving down the road years from
now, you'll be glad you did.

PC Mobile: Best New Addition
to Providence College
by Kelly Sullivan '15
Opinion Editor

CAMPUS
There were a lot of changes
m ade to Providence College over
the sum m er.
Schneider Arena
was renovated, pathw ays were
reconstructed, and the blueprint of
Ruane cam e to life. However, one
m ind-blow ing addition to the PC
com m unity can answ er all of college
life 's
m ost com m on
questions
with a sim ple click of a button: PC
M OBILE.
Will any m achines be open when I
get to the laundry room ? Is that cute
finance m ajor in any of my classes
this year? Is it chicken nugget day
in Ray? Is C areer Services hiring?
Has my favorite w riter on The
Cowl w ritten any new articles? The
answ ers to these questions are now
all readily available w ith a sim ple
dow nload of the free PC app on your
iPhone, A ndroid, or BlackBerry.
T h e C o u rses icon le a d s you to class
rosters and grades; no need to check
Sakai. The Laundry icon allow s
you to see the m achine availability
of every
dorm on cam pus; you
d on't need LaundryView . Cam pus
em ploym ent is listed on the app so
you d o n 't even have to check www.
providence.edu. The Cowl icon lists
all recent articles published in The

Cowl, but you should still pick up
The C ow l! this app makes everything
sim ple, sim ple, sim ple!
The app has other icons that
easily keep you updated w ith the
PC Facebook page, connect you
with Club Phil, keep you on the
same page as Coach Cooley with
easy access to sports inform ation,
and get you one step closer to the
highly coveted intram ural T-shirt
by easily transporting you to your
IM leagues account.
The app also offers two new
portals to inform ation w e've never
had before. The first is a map of the
PC sh u ttle's route. It allow s you to
track the sh u ttle's exact location,
m aking your run to Shaw 's that
much quicker.
The best part of the
app is the second
new
piece
of
inform ation. The
app gives you live
feed to a webcam
placed outside of
D unkin'
Donuts.
No m ore w ondering
w hether th ere's enough
time to grab a coffee before
cla ss—m erely check out the
line on PC M OBILE. T h is feature
w ill save tim e and frustration
attributed to the shock of the
never-ending Dunks line. The only
problem is that you never know

who could be catching a glim pse of
you from that webcam —better w ear
your good yoga pants to grab your
Sunday m orning coffee!
W ith a touch of one of the icons
on the app's two hom e screens, this
inform ation is in stan tly available. I
predict PC M OBILE w ill soon
becom e more popular
than Snapchat and
Vine.
This
app
hands us all the
info
we
need
stress-free!
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roommate
wanted
must enjoy
movies, tweeting, college football

The perfect roommate is here.
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off campus bits*:

Percentage
of students
who use online
auctions as
a source of
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8 Things Every Freshman Should Know

by Marisa Urgo '14
A & E Staff
CULTURE
Welcome to your freshman year an
lis
rtu
g
co
d
on the beginning of your PC carer!A
lk
,I'd
io
san
like to think I've gathered som
ew
isd
o
m
v
erth
e
years about the city of Providence. You'l l never be
bored here, especially if you follow this list of 'musts'
for your freshman year and beyond.

1. Go to W aterFire
WaterFire centers on a series of 100 bonfires that blaze just
above the surface of the three rivers that pass through the
middle of downtown Providence. It's a lot of fun to hop on
the RIPTA, get off around the mall, and see this event that
is unique to Providence. There are plenty of vendors selling
merchandise and new people to meet.

Thayer
.2
Street
You will never get tired of Thayer Street in all of your four
years. No matter what you want to do, Thayer Street has it
all. There's sushi, frozen yogurt, thrift shops, bookstores, and
even a CVS. Expect Thayer Street to become a place you will
frequently visit and enjoy each time. I'm a senior and still have
not tried every place on Thayer because there are so many.

3.LaSalle Bakery
You have probably heard about the mysterious LaSalle
Bakery that everybody talks about or you have seen clear cups
of iced coffee in the hands of lucky students. I can verify that
it actually is a magical place. There are two LaSalle locations
and both are an absolute must for your freshman year and
beyond. Try a coffee, a pastry, a sandwich, and fall in love.

.Duck and Bunny
4
If you tell someone you went to the Duck and Bunny, they
will say one of two things: "l love that place!" or "Duckin
what?" The Duck and Bunny is a self-proclaimed "snuggery"
on Wickenden Street. It is a cozy restaurant with variously
themed rooms offering cupcakes, specialty tea, crepes, and
more. It isag
.
cin
lo
retd

's
o
p
u
5.L

Lupo's is one of the best music venues in town. Lupo's always
has really talented musicians and gives excellent concerts.
Go to lupos.com to see their calendar, choose a show you'd
like to see, and purchase tickets at the box office earlier that
day. It will be a night to remember.

C
A
6.P

Providence Performing Arts Center in downtown
Providence has an incredible season this year, including
Wicked, Phantom o f the Opera, Once, and more. PPAC is a
slice of Broadway, only cheaper and more convenient The
talent is tremendous and the theatre itself is gorgeous.

7. Visit A nother Cam pus

Rhode Island College, RISD, and Brown are all within
reach of our campus. Why not hang out on the lawn at
Brown or check out the RISD museum? You never know
what type of friends you'l l make.

8. Trivia at Luxe Burger
Every Thursday, Luxe Burger on Memorial Boulevard
offers team trivia beginning at 9 p.m. Bring some friends
and enjoy some delicious burgers while answering trivia
questions on music, movies, and current events.
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Fall Television Show Preview
by Kelly Laske '16
A&E Staff

TELEVISION
After a long, hot summer of
flopping reality television shows and
rerun after rerun of our old favorite
'90s sitcom s, the networks are ready
to unveil their latest m asterpieces. All
of the m ajor networks are releasing
the pilots of their newest shows in
hope of them becom ing instant hits
like A BC 's M odern Family or CBS's
The Big Bang Theory. W hich new fall
show will bring in the m ost viewers?
With Revenge entering into its third
successful season, devoted viewers
are anxiously awaiting A BC's newest
show, Betrayal. Prem iering Sunday,
Septem ber 29 at 10 p.m., Betrayal
gives viewers the opportunity to
watch Sara, an already married
photographer, begin a risky affair
with a big time lawyer, Jack. The
problem is, Jack is defending a man
suspected of m urder who is actually
being prosecuted by Sara's husband,
Drew. Sara's involvement with the
m arried lawyer, Jack, is not the only
m ajor betrayal. Viewers also get the
chance to see Jack's wife seduced by
Aidan, a wine representative.
FOX's new comedy, Brooklyn NineNine, is already an "E d itor's Pick"
by TV Guide. Brooklyn Nine-Nine,
which airs on Tuesday, Septem ber
17 at 8, stars SNL’s Andy Samberg
and Andre Braugher. Samberg
plays an im m ature detective who
enjoys doing things his own way.
But Sam berg's character soon learns
that he is going to have to change his
childish ways when the station gets
a new by-the-books captain played

by Braugher. Viewers w ill see the
new NYPD captain tell Samberg,
who plays Detective Jake Peralta, to
"grow up" and "respect the badge."
CBS's The Crazy Ones stars Robin
Williams in his return to television.
The Crazy Ones, which prem ieres
on Septem ber 26 at 9 p.m., is about
genius Simon Roberts, played by
W illiam s; his daughter, Sydney,
played by Sarah M ichelle Gellar; and
their Roberts and Roberts advertising
agency. The show displays their
quirky relationship and the bizarre
ways they win and keep clients.
The Blacklist, which appears on
NBC on Monday, Septem ber 23 at
10 p.m., is a com plicated drama
about one of A m erica's most wanted
fugitives who gets involved with
the FBI in an attem pt to take down
dangerous crim inals on a blacklist.
Jam es Spader, a three-tim e Emmy
award winner, plays Red Reddington,
a fugitive who surrendered in person
at the FBI and claim ed he would
be interested in taking down the
w orld's top terrorists and criminals.
Red Reddington says he w ill only
provide inform ation on terrorists if
he can work side by side with rookie
Agent Elizabeth Keen, played by
Megan Boone.
Famous for his controversial and
very successful comedy, Fam ily Guy,
Seth M acFarlane changes things up
by producing a sitcom called Dads,
airing Septem ber 17 at 8 p.m. on
FOX. Dads, which stars Seth Green
and Giovanni Ribisi, is about two
video game developers whose lives
take a sudden turn when their fathers
decide to move in with them.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF technorati.com

Meet The Dunwells
by Mary McGreal '15
A&E Staff

Music
Originating from Leeds in West
Yorkshire, England, The Dunwells are
an up-and-coming folk rock band that
released their freshman album, Blind
Sighted Faith, in February 2012. The
five-member group enjoyed moderate
success in the U.K., with their single
"Elizabeth" charting and performing
at various gigs in and around London.
After crossing the Atlantic in 2011, The
Dunwells opened for Mumford & Sons
and appeared on The Tonight Show with
Jay Lena. In early August 2013, the band
performed at Lollapalooza, an annual
music festival. The month before,

while on tour in North America, they
stopped in Boston for the first Outside
the Box Festival, which brought nine
days of free performing arts to the city.
On a scorching day in July, the band
played in front of a crowd of about
100 on the Boston Common. Some
spectators were obviously already
fans of the group, choosing to go right
up to the stage and sway along to the
music, while others hung back and
looked on with more curiosity. In a
testament to the band's charismatic
live performance, barely anyone got
up and left during the hour-long set.
Comparisons between The Dunwells
and Mumford & Sons are plentiful.

Both bands are rooted in a folk rock
tradition. However, it is inaccurate
to simply brush The Dunwells off
as a poor, lesser-known imitation of
Mumford & Sons. Blind Sighted Faith is
an easier listen than some of Mumford
& Sons' music, particularly Babel, which
flirts dangerously close to melding
into an hackneyed stream of frantically
strummed banjos and banging drums.
The Dunwells know where to add dashes
of toe-tapping and hand-clapping
worthy instrumentals that complement
their songs, not overpower them.
While the band touts themselves as
a folk rock group, there is variety on
the album. "Dance with Me" is more
of a country song than anything else,
with the lyrics delivered in a drawl
that sounds as if it is from the southern

United States. A recent visit to a local
Christmas Tree Shop revealed that not
only music-festival-attending hipsters
can enjoy The Dunwells' music, but so
can those who "just love a bargain."
The upbeat and optimistic "I Could
Be a King" enjoyed three minutes and
forty-two seconds of fame, standing
out among the greatest soft rock hits of
the late 1990s and early 2000s. Perhaps
airtime on the retail store's radio station
is not the best indication of a band's
fame and success. However, it hints
at an expanding fanbase and more
widespread exposure, something that
is well deserved by The Dunwells.

PHOTOCOURTESYOFthedunwells.com
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2015: The Year of the Blockbuster
by Alanna Sm ith '14
A&E Staff

TELEVISION
Film geeks: be prepared to endure
the longest buffer year ever. If what
entertainm ent analysts are saying is
true, 2015 is slated to be the biggest
movie year of the decade so far,
which m eans for some, 2014 is going
to be an unbearable wait time. Sure,
it w ill have a few highly anticipated
releases, like Captain Am erica: The
Winter Soldier, How to Train Your
Dragon 2, and the final installm ent
of The H obbit trilogy, but those are
nothing com pared to 2015's slate.
Unsurprisingly, the m ajority of
film s scheduled to be released in 2015
are sequels and adaptations, which
has been a growing theme since
the beginning of the m illennium.
Two adaptations in particular are
set to be based on video gam es—a
very hit or miss genre. There will
be an Assassin's Creed film, which
reportedly already has M ichael
Fassbender attached, and Warcraft
(as in World o f Warcraft), a project that
has been shuffled around Hollywood
for the better part of 10 years.
Another adaptation of note w ill be
The H unger Games: M ockingjay - Part
2. While the first film of the series was
faithful and exceedingly well-done,
and the second, due in November,
promises to be the same, who knows
if stretching the final—and arguably
weakest—book of the trilogy into two
2015 will also be a big year for
superhero film s—although, honestly,

the genre has been pretty solid for
a long time. 2015 will contain The
Avengers 2: Age o f Ultron, the sequel to
2012's The Avengers, which happens
to be the highest grossing superhero
film of all time. It garnered $1.5
billion, not to m ention all of the
m oney earned by the franchise films
that preceded it. Avengers 2 w ill be
directed by Joss W hedon again and
will star all the fam iliar faces (with
the exception of Tom Hiddlest on,
who w ill be passing the super villain
m antle over to Jam es Spader). Other
film s in M arvel's line-up include
Ant-man, which sounds like a strange
choice until you learn it has the same
director as Scott Pilgrim, and is a
reboot of the Fantastic Four film s--a
necessary reboot, since the franchise
lost Chris Evans to the Avengers.
DC Comics is not to be forgotten
either, because it w ill debut the
Superman vs. Batman movie that is
already catching a lot of flak after the
announcem ent that Ben A ffleck will
be the newest actor to play Batman
on the big screen.
There is a whole slew of sequels
that do not really fall into any one
category. The 24th Jam es Bond film
w ill be coming out, with Daniel
Craig slipping into the tux once
again. Johnny Depp w ill return as
everyone's favorite pirate, Captain
Jack Sparrow, in the fifth installm ent
of Pirates o f the Caribbean. College
students will rejoice when Rebel
W ilson and Anna Kendrick star in

the biggest blockbusters of the nineties:
Independence Day. The plot is top secret
right now, but it is all but guaranteed
that Roland Emmerich will deliver at
least a visually explosive experience.
The best have been saved for last.
The only com pletely original film on
this list is Pixar's Inside Out, which
will focus on the life and personified
inner em otions of a 12-year-old girl
and feature the voices of Amy Poehler
and Bill Hader. Pixar's second film of
2015 is just as greatly anticipated as
Toy Story 3 —Finding Dory. Audiences
and critics agreed that Finding Nemo
is one of Pixar's best movies, so the
bar for the sequel is ridiculously

high. And of course, Disney, which
will be raking in billions from
M arvel and Pixar films, now owns
the studio which may produce the
potentially highest-grossing movie
of 2015: Star Wars Episode VII, set to
be released ten years after the end of
the last trilogy.
So, film fans, the wait is going to
be long and grueling, but hopefully,
it will be totally worth it.

Launch y o u r international career
through Peace Corps service.

pEace corps at providence college

Monday, September 9
SERVICE PANEL
Balfour Unity Center
Slavin LL03
4:00 p.m.
Learn more from Providence College
Peace Corps Recruiter
Kathryn Fidler
kfidler@peacecorps.gov

Peace Corps

to revolve around an international
a
cappella
com petition.
One
unexpected film is a sequel to one of
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This Week: Best Song of the Summer
Tim Morris

Serena Ambroselli

Best Song of the Summer: "Get Lucky"

Best Song of the Summer: "Blurred Lines"

His Views: If you listened to the radio at all over the
summer, you heard the same four or five songs played
on a non-stop loop. The most eager of us learned how
to butcher Pitch Perfect's "W hen I'm Gone" on a Solo
cup, while the more laid back grooved to Daft Punk's
"G et Lucky." Enlisting Nile Rodgers' guitar licks and
the smooth-as-butter vocals of Pharrell Williams, the
French duo behind this track rescued elect ronic music
from the likes of Skrillex and Avicii. Daft Punk ditched
the infamous "bass drop" in favor of a sound
reminiscent
of 1970s disco, a scene that saw many of our parents in
high-waisted pants and platform shoes(eS
atu
rdy
Night Fever). Even though that scene has (fortunately)
changed, many of us go out for the same reason- to get
lucky. Daft Punk just builds on that motivation, packing
the intoxicating beauty of nightlife into a song.

Her Views: "Blurred Lines" was without a doubt the
best song of the summer. How could any human being
possibly resist the upbeat tune, provocative lyrics, and
sultry sound of Robin Thicke's voice? Whenever this
song came on the radio, people got excited and turned
u p the volume for a good 'ol jam session. It's the kind of
song that you could really just dance around (or twerk,
if you're just bein' Miley) to. Everyone knows the lyrics,
which are fantastically fun albeit suggestive, and who
doesn't love a good sing-a-long? This song skyrocketed
to the top of the charts and remained there as more and
more people joined the bandwagon, sending "Blurred
Lines" right into the center of the pop culture sphere,
making it more popular and famous with every radio
play or performance. There is no denying that the song is
nothing short of legendary, therefore solidifying its place
as the best song of the summer.

His Views on Serena: At first listen, "Blurred Lines"
had me hooked. And then I heard it again. And again.
I began to suspect that the radio host had fallen asleep
on the job, and that I'd be forced to endure an unending
refrain of "You're a good girl" and "I know you want
it." I changed the station, but the high-pitched wailing
of Robin Thicke had spread like the plague.If,likem
e,
you eventually turned off the radio, I want you to know
that you are not alone. There are survivors. For tho
selik
e
Serena, though, the best we can do is pro
,
p
tsu
eh
id
v
plenty of water, and good music. Then we must wait.
We must wait and hope that "Blurred Lin es" lea v es u s
quickly as it appeared.

Her Views on Tim: I never quite understood all of
the hype surrounding "Get Lucky." It is the creation of
two faceless space musicians who were fortunate enough
to get Pharrell in on their song, because let's pause for
a moment and think—would anyone even listen to "Get
Lucky" if it was nothing more than a lyric-less, repetitive
beat? No. This song pales in comparison to "Blurred
Lines" and serves as an insult to even be considered
alongside that great song. It simply is not a summer jam,
and I truly feel sorry for Tim and his apparent inadequacy
in appreciating the delicacies of musical taste.

P H O T O S COURTESY OF factmag.com
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Illustration by Casey Lynch '14

Day One
by Kiernan Dunlop T4
Portfolio Staff
FICTION

T e a r s roll down Julia’s face as
she puts the sandwiches together.
Mundane tasks do not often drive
the mother of two to hysterics, but
today is different. Today is the first
day of Kayla’s kindergarten. Kayla
is Julia’s little girl, her firstborn. As
Julia was teaching Kayla about the
world, Kayla was teaching Julia
how to be a mother.
Julia
cuts
the
sandwich,
pushing the thought that this is
the beginning of the end out of her
mind. She fears that when she puts
Kayla on that bus she will come
back a woman, too old to need
or want her mother. Julia hears
Kayla galloping down the stairs
and wipes the tears from her eyes.
"H ow do I look, momma?" Kayla
shouts, nearly knocking down her
mother with a hug. "W onderful,"
smiles Julia as she looks at her

daughter and realizes it will be a long
time before she becomes obsolete.
Kayla looks down at the tie loosely
knotted around her neck and her
rainbow pajama bottoms, beaming.

A

crack loud enough to be heard
by the neighbors resounds through the
Donahue house, followed shortly by
the sound of five boys groaning their
way out of bed. Mrs. Donahue has
learned by now that normal wake-up
methods will not work on her beloved
boys, especially on the first day of
school. She came up with a special
five-step system when her fifth son
was born, starting with a light bell ring
and ending with a cold bucket of water
(little Billy learned about step five the
hard way). Mr. Donahue protested at
first, but his wife’s results soon taught
him to stay out of her way.
As the boys make their way
downstairs, they are promptly greeted
with a new shower schedule and a
list of acceptable clothing for the first
day of school. They see that jeans are
missing from the list and the younger
boys begin to open their mouths in

protest, but looks from their older
brothers tell them their protests
are futile. Her schedule is followed
exactly and the boys are out at the bus
stop with 15 minutes to spare. Mrs.
Donahue sits and enjoys the silence in
her empty house.
H eather is happily snoring when
suddenly the soundtrack to Beauty
and the Beast starts to blare in her ear.
She looks around to find the source
and feels her cell phone shoved under
her pillow. The phone reads 9:00
a.m., meaning she has given herself
approximately 30 minutes to get
dressed and make her way to her first
class as a college student.
Her rooma t e left an hour ago so
she has the room all to herself as she
starts to get up. Heather steps into
the bathroom and is about to brush
her teeth when she thinks about what
the class would really be about. She
heard from the girl next door that
sometimes professors don’t even
show up on the first day of classes.
Her sister told her the first class is all
about the syllabus and barely lasts

15 minutes. Toothbrush in hand, she
decides it is in her best interest to
crawl back into bed and try the college
thing tomorrow.
A n t h o n y w alks into an em pty
classroom . H e’s glad; he cam e 20
m inutes early to have som e tim e
to him self. Today is his last first
day of school and he w ants to do
it right. This tim e next year he w ill
be back living at hom e, trying to
find a job to put a dent in h is evergrow ing pile of debt. But, right
now , h e ’s still a stud en t whose
only problem s are tests and paper
deadlines.
Stud ents slow ly file in, follow ed
by the p ro fesso r w ith a stack
of syllabi to pass out. A nthony
in sp ects the paper that o u tlines his
next four m onths and find s h im self
w ish in g he w ould alw ays receive
papers like this. The professor
greets the class and A nthony opens
his n otebook, so far still read y for
w h a t’s to come.
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S e p te m b e r D a sh
by Emily Goodnow '14
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

Starting lines appear
In unlikely places,
Discreetly drawn
A cross future friends’ faces.
W hen a simple exchange
Leads to conversation,
And you quickly becom e
Not friends but relation.

Starting lines em erge
Nonchalantly,
Follow no rhythm
Or pow er of three.
Starting lines are where
Our finest selves meet.
Your starting line
Is right at your feet.

Starting lines are sketched
A cross blackboards,
As you find yourself
Leaning forw ards
To analyze your professor’s
Every form ation,
The m ost precious know ledge
In this nation.

A n O d e to
P ro v id e n c e C o lle g e
by Mason Sciotti '15
Portfolio Editor
POETRY

Oh PC, how I’ve missed you so
Your staid brick w alls’ fam iliar glow .
The unknow n substance on the stairs
My old R A ’s fam iliar glares.

The Ruane Center’s gorgeous trim
(They still w o n ’t let the students in)
Shines, a beacon to the mind;
A m azing they finished on time.

The Ray Cafe, all shiny new,
W ith concrete m eat and gravy glue.
The Moore Hall lecture room s so dear
(W hy is that building still here?)

Providence, in all its glory,
Each building with its own old story,
Oh PC, how I’ve m issed you so,
But I certainly don’t miss the snow.

Illustration by Casey Lynch '14

How
by Melanie Souchet '14
Portfolio Staff

___________ fiction
The first step in the packing process
is to assemble a list of what you want
to bring. Plan how many outfits you
will require. Be sure to include an
extra outfit. Take into account that the
weather will change. Eliminate excess
stuffed animals and leisure readings.
Remember, your life belongs to the
classroom. Your soul belongs to your
professors. You will not have time
for leisure reading. Free time is an
illusion.
The second step is to assemble all
of the items. Lay them out on the floor
of your bedroom. Cover the entire
floor. If you are still able to walk from
one side of the room to the other,
you are missing something. Did you
remember to pack your textbooks?
I'd double-check that if I were you.
Assemble the bins that will hold

to

Pack

your worldly possessions. Prepare
the bin holding your eternal soul
for massive amounts of physical
labor. Once you have finished, you
may begin the third step.
This step is to start packing. It is
best to try and fit everything into
larger bins. Too many small bins are
cumbersome, and take more time
to move from one place to another.
Fold your clothes as tightly as you
can. Use vacuum-sealed bags to
make your sheets smaller. Do not
break the dishes. Be careful with the
stuffed animals you are bringing.
This is a difficult transition for
them, too. It would not do to cause
them unnecessary damage, to have
their plastic eyes staring at you
judgmentally as they are squashed
between the microwave and your
macroeconomics book. They will
have to deal with your all-nighters
and drunken escapades for the
next few months. Treat them with
kindness.

f

or

As you continue packing, you may
begin to notice your body aching, and a
growing sense of despair beginning to
form in your soul. Do not be alarmed.
The former is merely a symptom of
moving and packing and folding.
This is natural. The second is the
beginning of the fourth step. As you
notice this growing sense of despair,
you may begin to lose interest in
packing. You w ill take excess snack
breaks, check Facebook obsessively,
and sim ply lie on your floor. This
is supposed to happen. Allow the
em otions to flow through you.
Contem plate your life as you stare
at the ceiling. Debate your choice of
major. Contem plate how few career
options will be available to you
when you do graduate. Remember
the hard work and tears of semesters
past. Cringe at the thought of the
work to come. From your place on
the floor, examine the girth of your
textbooks. Calculate how many
hours you w ill devote to reading

College
these tomes.
Examine the w alls of your
room. Begin to weep for your lost
childhood. Weep for the misguided
dreams of what college would be
lik e, and the day they were crushed
under the boot of reality. Weep for
your sanity.
Weep.
When the tears stop, and you open
your eyes, you will find that your
boxes have been packed. Everything
is neatly tucked away. Tuck your
emotions away as well. You will need
them again later.
The final step is to move the boxes
from your room to the vehicle of your
choice. You will find that, no matter
how many things you brought with
you, somehow, everything will fit.
Everything always fits.
Congratulations! You have now
packed for college.
Good luck in the coming year. May
God have mercy on your soul.
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MeetMeHalfway
by Amanda Brown '14
Portfolio Staff
LYRICS

You walk around
The outskirts of my ocean
And you don't, don't know how to swim.
But my waves
Are crashing down, crashing down
Begging you to come in.
Just meet me halfway;
I won’t let you drown.
Don’t be afraid to lift your feet, feet up off the ground.
As you see me smile,
You begin to wonder.
You realize I'm pulling, pulling you under
And you don't mind at all
When I start to fall.

Just meet me halfway;
I won't let you drown.
Don't be afraid to lift your feet, feet up off the ground.
As you see me smile,
You don't have to wonder.
You know that I’m pulling, pulling you under
And you don’t mind at all
When you start to fall.
I'm conscious
Of your hesitation
When our minds are knit.
Please dive in (course through my veins)
I will set you free.
Along the shoreline we reside.
Brushing for a moment’s time.
Timidly our eyes align,
Enraptured in this space and
Rhyme.

You see my footprints
Fresh upon the sand
And you can’t, you can't understand.
Why my tide
Coils in away from sin,
Leaving you in awe of my
Strength.

Photo courtesy of hortongrou

Tiffany & Earl
Dear Old Fogey,
Change can be a hard pill to
swallow. After my semester in
Australia, I came back to find that
my favorite spin class had been
completely overrun by freshmen.
Several of my friends had similar
experiences. Tealuxe, once our go-to spot for the
hangover cure, had become the location of a new
feminist book club. Cafe 412 became Yoo Sushi.
These things happen. We can either pine for the
good ol' days, or we can turn that pity party into
an ’80s themed bash.
So let's talk options. Apart from taking classes
at the Ruane Center, no one really knows what
else to do with it. Take advantage of that. Grab
your friends and head to PC Perk for a cup of
coffee. Get some sun on the patio while checking
out our student body - given an "A" rating for
attractiveness by College Prowler.
If you're the more active type, get in a few
laps at the new track and field. To be honest,
I've always considered the treadmill a vehicle
for the weak. Running in place is about as fun as
watching Sportscenter for an hour. If I'm moving
my legs, they're taking me somewhere - forward,
to the mall, or to Ava's Wrath for a round of Jello
shots. If you're of age, this little hole-in-the-wall
has great drinks and even better entrees. For only
$3.25, you can have your choice of Lust (fried
jalapeno poppers), Envy (fried ravioli), Sloth (a
jumbo hot dog), and other Deadly Sins.
Transitioning is easier than you think. If the
freshmen have taken over your old haunts, use
that as an opportunity to go out and explore
Providence while you still can.

Making PC an emotionally stable place one

This Week:
N ew Watering H
oles
D ear T iffan y and Earl,
M y friends and I all studied abroad last year, and now
w e're com ing b ack to school after a lon g tim e o f n ot see
ing each other. W e tried to go to our u su al h ang ou ts to
get b ack in touch, b u t th ey 'v e been overru n by people
w e d o n 't know . W e're looking for a n ew sp ot to claim
on the w eekends. G ot any tips?
Sincerely,
O v ercrow d ed and U nfam iliar

letter at a time
Dear Out of Place,
It is time for you to give
yourself a long hard look in
the mirror and say: ''Maybe
I am just a loser now. Maybe
those places got too cool for
our nerdy, dweeby selves."
I know this is tough to hear.
But you were going to eventually.
My diagnosis is that your sem ester
abroad made you lose touch w ith your
A m erican coolness. What is hip in Europe,
or Asia, or Africa is not cool here, and if you
are incoherently babbling about going to a
far inferior waste-of- space country, then
m ost Am ericans are going to want to "stick
a boot in your ass," in Toby Keith fashion.
My advice is to get in touch with your
rough, tough, and far superior A m erican
ways. Em brace w hat m akes you A m erican.
O rder a large, greasy burger from Luxe.
Take that w ater bottle and toss it into
an open fire bu ilt w ith pure grit and
determ ination. No lighter. Wear A m erican
flag shorts. Start random USA chants in
your Civ lecture. Loudly proclaim your
love of capitalism , and then selfishly take
w hat is yours. Inhale red m eats, and cuss
out Sm art Cars w hile you slam the gas on
your jacked -up Ford F150 pickup truck.
Proclaim your love of football, and wear
your team 's jersey w ith pride. U nless
you're a Jets fan. Just shelve that in a closet,
or toss it in the fire you created.
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K ic k in g in N e w E ra

Women's Soccer is as Talented as Ever
by DJ Anderson '16
Asst. Sports Editor
w o m e n ’ s so c c e r

W ith all the big nam es that Coach
Cooley is pulling into Friartown
each season, the recruiting classes of
one program have been overlooked.
Coach Jim M cGirr and the W om en's
Soccer Team have pulled in new
and im portant players by the flock
every year. This year's class is no
different, ranking at num ber 20 in all
of Division I W om en's Soccer. These
freshm en have made an im m ediate
im pact in the past few years,
contributing in m ajor ways through
a tough Big East schedule.
Some of the biggest contributors
on the team are only in their second
year at PC, like forwards Catherine
Zim m erm an '16 and Lauren Elia '16,
both of whom were recently named
to the M adness pre-season all Big
East First Team.
Elia thinks highly of the freshm an
class. She said, "A few of them have
already stepped up to start and they
understand their role already. With
the two young classes, it's shaped up
to be som ething better than was even
expected."
Coach M cG irr's role in bringing
in and developing these young

players cannot be downplayed. The
program has been on the rise ever
since M cGirr took over eight years
ago, and last year m arked their
first appearance in the Big East
tournam ent since 1994.
Both Zim m erm an and Elia had
nothing but praise for their coach.
"[H e] prepares us m entally as
well as physically. There is always
some type of preparation for every
game and he provides us with
inform ation [about] our opponent,"
said Zimmerman.
Elia added, "The coaching staff
as a whole molds together and
gives us the best chance we have
to w in." However, leadership
goes beyond the coaching staff
on every successful team, and the
Lady Friars are no different in this
regard.
Coach M cG irr's team is very
young by m ost standards, listing
only five seniors and four juniors
on their roster. Zim merman did not
think that age is the determ ining
factor in form ing a leader on their
team. As she put it, "The older
players and captains are the leaders
of our team ...bu t anybody can be a
leader on our team and leadership
is not absent."
The players on the roster
recognize when they need to step

up and guide others through the big
tests each year. This selfless attitude
was clear in both Zim m erm an and
Elia. It showed the m ost when Elia
explained what it is like to have an
honor like a pre-season all Big East
nom ination bestow ed on her so early
in her career.
"It's obviously an honor but you
have to stay hum ble and know that
you're not the only person on the
team, and that the honor is there to
benefit everybody," she said.
This team -first attitude is all too
present in goalie Jessica Goudreault
'15. She said, "W hen we're all on the
field playing together, everyone on
the team needs to take a leadership
role for us to succeed. There is no
class system when we're on the field.
It doesn't m atter if you're a freshm an
or a senior, we all have to step up."
So far in the season several players
have stepped up when needed.
Kathryn H iller '16 is having a terrific
season through three games. She
scored three of the Friars four goals
in a 4-1 victory over New H am pshire
in the team 's latest game, putting her
at four goals and eight points on the
season.
Both
Elia
and
Zim merman
m entioned H iller when speaking
about their favorite m om ents so
far in Friartown. Elia said that her

favorite m om ent as a Friar was in the
first game this season against URI,
because "K athryn scored her first
goal," while Zim m erm an m entioned
the New H am pshire game because
"K athryn had a hat trick."
Both
Elia
and
Zim merman
have one road game highlighted
on their schedule for this season.
Zim m erm an thinks the toughest test
for the team w ill come on "the road
trip to M arquette. They are always
a tough opponent." The team closes
the season with three of their last
five games on the road. Even with
this schedule, the team looks poised
to im prove on their 8-9-1 record
from last season.
In regards to the schedule,
G oudreault said, "There are pretty
high
standards
for
com peting
against team s in the Big East. It's
not som ething you can learn, it's just
som ething you have to do. It comes
naturally with the flow of the gam e."
As Elia said, "It's like a second job in
addition to classes."
If the Friars can continue their
grow th and progress all season then
M cG irr's Lady Friars could quickly
move up the D ivision I ranks and
be a m ajor factor in the Big East
Conference at the end of this season.

P ro vid en ce is N u m ber O ne
Women's Cross Country Begins Year Ranked First Nationally
by Sean Bailey '14
Sports Editor
w o m e n ’s c r o s s c o u n tr y

Providence College is number
one and no, it is not the beloved
basketball teams, hockey teams,
or soccer teams. It is the littlediscussed W om en's Cross Country
Team. The Friars open the preseason
ranked num ber one in the country
for the first time since 1996. The last
time came after PC had ran into the
N ational Cham pionship, the only
national title in PC Athletics' trophy
case.
The Friars opened the season

Photo courtesy of letsrun.com

with a win at the UNH Dual Meet
in Durham last Saturday. PC placed
four of the top five. Laura Nagel '14
placed first with Sarah Mary Collins
'16, Emily Sisson '14, and Erin
Murphy '14 finishing second, third,
and fifth.
The top ranking comes the year
after the Friars narrowly dropped
the N ational Championship to the
Oregon Ducks, finishing in second.
PC is coached under Ray Treacy
who is in his 30th year of coaching.
Treacy has 20 New England Cross
Country Cham pionships to his
credit, and graduated from PC in
1982.
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Sam e N am e, N ew Look: New Big East Opens this Fall
by Veronica Lippert '15
Sports Staff
BIG EAST
The new incarnation of the Big
East conference officially launched
in July, one consisting of original Big
East members DePaul, Georgetown,
Marquette, Providence, St. John's, Seton
Hall, and Villanova, plus new additions
Butler, Creighton, and Xavier.
Denver will join in 2014 as a lacrosse
only associate, just in time to compete
in the new Big East's inaugural lacrosse
season.
Men's and women's soccer will
include the full complement of teams
from the 10 member conference. The
Friars will play each once for a nine
game conference schedule.
On the men's side, last year's Big East
Champions Notre Dame and traditional
powerhouse UConn are absent from
PC's schedule. Last season's NCAA
runner-up Georgetown remains in the
same conference as PC. Of the new
additions to the Big East all three have
strong programs. Creighton has missed
the NCAA tournament only once in
the last fifteen years. Butler had strong
'09 and TO campaigns, but are coming
off a down season. Xavier is a team on
the rise with two straight tournament
appearances. The Big East has three
teams, Georgetown, Creighton, and

Marquette, ranked in the preseason poll
and a good chance to prove itself one of
the best men's soccer conferences in the
country.
On the women's side last year's
Big East Champion and runner-up,
Marquette and Georgetown respectively,
remain in conference. For the newcomers
to the conference, Creighton has made
five NCAA tournament appearances, all
within the last 10 seasons. Butler coach
Tari St. John has the program moving
up; as last season's twelve wins were
the most for the program in the last ten
years. Xavier rounds out the field with
a program trying to get back on track.
Georgetown and Marquette begin the
season ranked inside the top 25.

Big East Cross Country will also
see all 10 teams competing at the
Championships
come
November.
Along with Providence ranked no. 1
in the nation, Georgetown, Villanova,
and Butler are also ranked inside the
top 30. On the men's side, last year's
champions, Syracuse, begin their first
season in the ACC while runner-up
Georgetown remains. Georgetown and
Villanova will begin the season ranked.
The Big East does not have the
requisite six teams to form a field
hockey conference on its own, with
programs currently only at Georgetown,
Providence and Villanova. UConn
and Temple, the two AAC (American
Athletics Conference) schools with field

hockey programs will play in the Big
East and Old Dominion will join as an
associate member for field hockey only
to bring the conference to six. Louisville
and Rutgers will also spend one last year
in the Big East conference before leaving
for the ACC and Big Ten respectively.
Big East newcomer Old Dominion are
ranked eighth in the nation and are
favorites for the league title.
The new Big East will live or die with
the men's basketball conference, but the
fall sports will serve as an indicator of
just how ready the Big East Conference
is.

Defensive Minded Friars Start Fresh
by Sarah Wacik '15
Sports Staff
MENS SOCCER

The Providence College Men's
Soccer Team looks ready to emerge
as a strong contender in the 2013
restructured Big East Conference.
Under the new league alignment,
PC no longer opposes seven schools,
including Louisville, Notre Dame,
Syracuse, and UConn.
However, the Friars will now have
the opportunity to face newcomers
Butler, Creighton, and Xavier
during the upcoming season. The
soccer team has never played Butler
or Xavier, but faced Creighton
once back in 2011. The Creighton
Bluejays, ranked sixth in the nation,
should present the biggest challenge
out of the three newcomers for the
Friars. Last season, the Bluejays
won the Missouri Valley Conference
and reached the NCAA Division I
Championship semi-finals.
Another major contender for
the conference title is last season's
Big East Tournament finalist, the
Georgetown Hoyas. The No. 3
nationally ranked Hoyas were also
the NCAA Division I Championship
finalists and were selected as the
favorites to win the Big East title this
year. The same preseason coaches'
poll ranked PC seventh out of 10
teams. These expectations around the
league can only provide even more
motivation for the Friars to have a
winning season.
Friars' co-captain and goalie
Keasel Broome '15 believes that the
team will look to its skilled starting
backline. Broome explained, "I think
our defense is exceptionally strong
this year." The team will rely on its
veteran keeper Broome, in addition
to defensemen Brandon Adler

'15, George Hodge '14G, and other
upperclassmen.
On the offensive side, the Friars will
depend on their returning members,
including co-captain Wilder Arboleda
'14G, who led the 2012 squad with six
goals, 13 points, and 39 shots. Arboleda
hopes that the Friars will qualify for
the Big East tournament and the NCAA
Division I tournament after some
struggles throughout last season.
In addition to the team's goals,
Arboleda said, "My personal goal is to
finish the season with no regrets. If the
team works hard and I do as well, we
won't have to look at the past and talk
about what could have been."
Co-captains Arboleda and Anthony
Baumann '14 should also provide some
leadership in the center of the field,
particularly for the incoming freshman
players.
"As a captain, I want to lead by
example on and off the field," said
Baumann. "I understand that the PC
soccer program has a lot of followers
and supporters. We want to express our
gratitude by showing a respect for the
game with hard work and dedication.
That will take us far."
Early in September, the team will
seek to get off to a quick start in a
long season when they compete in
the fourth-annual Ocean State Classic
against the University of Rhode
Island on Friday, September 6. The
winning team will face the victor of the
Brown vs. Bryant matchup in the final
round of the four-team tournament at
Providence College.
In league play, PC will oppose
the ranked Georgetown Hoyas on
Wednesday, October 9 at 3:00 p.m. The
Friars will also host their first ever
matchup with Butler on Saturday,
November 2 at 1:00 p.m.
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ALU M N I.PR O VID EN CE.ED U /FRlAR 5K

6 ,2 0 0 STEPS, 1 C O M M U N ITY

Register today for the Friar 5K individually
or create a team with your friends!
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Which PC Fall Sport
Will Have the Best
Season?
Field Hockey Women's XC
It may not be the most attended,
most covered, or even the best team,
but Providence College Field Hockey
is primed for a big fall. To begin their
promising 2013 campaign, the Lady
Friars beat No. 11 Northwestern in a
2-1 overtime thriller. This game was
more than an upset; it showed the
country that the Friars are ready to
compete with the elite.
The team is coming off a Big East
tournament appearance last year, and
is picked to finish in the top half of
the conference once again this year. If
you're looking for a player to watch,
defensive anchor Henni Tietze '15.
Tietze, a native of Germany, will lead
a strong defensive unit that should
help the team stay close in every game.
Other names to watch include goalie
Deidra Clymer '15 and offensive threat
Daniella Bernasconi '15.
If you were looking for a game
to circle on the Friars' calendar this
fall, look no further than a date with
preseason Big East favorite, rival and
national powerhouse, Connecticut.
The Huskies visit Friartown on Oct. 5,
and the home squad will have another
chance at an upset victory.
The
team
showed
major
improvement last year following a
tough year in 2011, and every fan
should be excited for more this season.
I believe the Field Hockey squad
will make the jump from perennial
underdog to Big East contender and
draw major buzz as this fall's best
team in Friartown.

There is one thing about this fall
semester that should excite everyone,
and no, it is not chicken nugget day
in Ray (although that is worthy
of excitement as well). The entire
campus should be ready to support
the country's top ranked Women's
Cross Country Team.
The Friars had a terrific season last
year, finishing in second and narrowly
losing out on their second national
championship in PC history. Now,
after a long nine months of training,
the team is positioned and poised for
another season, which seems destined
to end with hardware.
The group of runners that make up
this year's squad come from diverse
backgrounds, but together they make
up the most talented team for the fall
season.
The squad already has one win
under its belt this season, claiming
four of the top five spots in route
to the win. Laura Nagel '14 led the
way finishing first while Sarah Mary
Collins '16, Emily Sisson '14, and Erin
Murphy '14 finished second, third,
and fifth respectively. It was a strong
showing for a season opener, and the
team is ready to finish at the front of
the pack all season long.
Friar fans should stay timed in to
monitor the progress of this talented
group of ladies as they aim high and
look to claim the championship that
narrowly eluded them last fall.

-Joey Ciccarello '16

-Chris Szimanski '14

pc

Student

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Get your Forever A Friar mug from the
Student Alumni Association Thursday
9/5 and Friday 9/6 in Lower Slavin and
Ray 10:00am-1:00pm...$5 each! This
mug will get you $1.29 refills at the Friar
Buyer (medium), Ruane Cafe (grande),
and Alumni Cafe (medium)

Like Sports?
Join the Cowl Sports Staff!
Applications are outside
the Cowl Office, Slavin LL04

E d ito r's C o rn e r: N F L in T ro u b le
Concussions on Rise in NFL

by Sean Bailey '14
Sports Editor
FOOTBALL

ball are no longer allowed to lower
their helm et. And after a bad blow
to the head, players are required
to pass extensive concussion tests
before resum ing play.
And while these regulations may
prevent concussions, it is nearly
ruining the league for viewers.
The NFL is a violent sport, and
its popularity correlates with that
nature. People love seeing big
hits. But now, the NFL is virtually
elim inating bone crushing, jaw
dropping hits. The result has been a
suprem ely quicker game, in which
offensive players are gaining an
upper hand, and team s are scoring
at unprecedented rates.
The running back, once a coveted
position, is nearly superfluous.
Quarterbacks are reigning supreme,
along w ith quicker and smaller
receivers who are able to maneuver
freely in open space provided by
spread offenses.
Some viewers are disgruntled
though, m issing their big hits, and
power football. And players are
voicing displeasure as well. Many
are now concerned with hits below

the belt, and torn knee ligam ents
and fractured legs are becom ing
more prevalent.
W hat is the solution? The NFL
needs to realize that it is a violent
sport, and needs to have some safety
precautions. However, those who
sign up to play should be aware
of the risk they are taking. It may
drive down participation rates, but
it w ill make the sport tougher again.
And it w ill ensure that PC students
and Am ericans everyw here rem ain
decked out in their team 's colors
each and every Sunday this fall/
winter, and for m any more seasons
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Here we are again, Providence
College. The sum m er heat has
nearly burned out, the cooler
breezes of fall are gently breaking
through the hum idity, and classes
are resum ing. This all m eans one
thing: it is football season.
A m erica's
favorite
game
is
resum ing. M cPhail's w ill once
again becom e the m ost popular
place on cam pus come M onday
nights. PC students w ill don their
team 's favorite jerseys, and the
schism betw een Giants/Jets and
Patriots fans w ill deepen. Students
w ill retire their brand name clothes
in favor of Nike and Reebok jerseys
and T-shirts, all in support of a
team.
But for the first time in a while,
football does not look so invincible.
The game is losing popularity
quickly.
C oncussions and all the new
research regarding them have

driven m any younger players away.
Parents are less w illing to watch
their kids take huge hits to the head
and risk m ajor injuries.
Not to m ention that the NFL
lost nearly 765 m illion dollars
in a concussion settlem ent with
form er NFL players. And m ost
of these players are living with
gruesom e diseases stem m ing from
num erous concussions, such as ALS,
Parkinson's, and early dementia.
Who wants to play a sport that could
leave you crippled by 50 years old?
This has driven youth and high
school football participation down
drastically. A year ago, CNBC
conducted a Twitter poll on what
parents perceived of the concussion
research, and nearly 46 percent said
that it affected their decision to
withhold a son or future son from
playing the violent sport.
The league has gone through
great lengths to try to drive away
severe concussions. New rules
prevent
players
from
hitting
opposing players helm et to helm et,
or launching them selves towards a
defenseless player. Players w ith the

